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* Source: MAFM, Performance is calculated since inception date 23/07/2019.

* Past performance is no guarantee of future results.

* Benchmark is VN-Index.

Top 10 holdings Ticker Sector % NAV

FPT Corporation FPT Information Technology 8.9%

Vietnam Technological & 
Commercial Bank

TCB Financials 8.3%

Masan MSN Consumer Staples 7.3%

Vingroup VIC Real Estate 6.4%

Asia Commercial Bank ACB Financials 5.2%

Hoa Phat Group HPG Materials 4.8%

Bank For Industry And Trade CTG Financials 4.6%

Vinamilk VNM Consumer Staples 4.4%

Mobile World 
Investment Corp

MWG Consumer Discretionary 4.4%

Military Bank MBB Financials 4.4%

Asset allocation by sector (%NAV)

Net Asset Value (NAV)

Valuation date 31/05/2021

NAV (in VND) 754 billion

NAV/Unit (in VND) 13,978.17   

Investment objectives & strategies

⚫ Aim to achieve long-term capital appreciation through capital gains and income

of investments.

⚫ Apply active investment strategy by building portfolio focusing on listed stocks,

registered for trading stocks which have large market capitalization, high liquidity

and IPO stocks in Vietnam.

Fund performance

1 month 3 month 6 month YTD
1 

year
Since 

inception

MAGEF 9.66% 14.42% 32.39% 23.80% 59.58% 39.78%

VN-
Index

7.15% 13.66% 32.40% 20.31% 53.63% 34.22%
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Fund information

Portfolio Manager Soh Jin Wook

Type /Asset Class
Open-ended fund 
/ Equity

Custody & Supervisory 
Bank

Standard 
Chartered Bank 
(Vietnam)

Trading Frequency /
Dealing Date

Weekly / 
Wednesday 
(Day T)

Cut-off time
11AM Tuesday 
(Day T-1) 

Minimum amount 
(in VND)

1,000,000

1

* As of 31/05/2021, by GICS 

Fund portfolio

VND 13,978.17
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Fund manager’s comments for May 2021
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This material is issued by Mirae Asset (Vietnam) Fund Management Co., Ltd and does not constitute a recommendation, offer or solicitation. Although
this material is based upon information that MAFMC considers reliable and endeavors to keep current, MAFMC does not assure that this material is
accurate, current or complete, and it should not be relied upon as such. Therefore, in no event may this material be used as evidence of legal liability for
the client's investment results.

⚫ Market Performance

VN-Index further extended gains in May, reaching above 1,328 point-level by the end of the month, an increase of 7.15% MoM

despite ongoing worsening situation of Covid-19 fourth wave in Vietnam. Index generally moved in a narrow range in the first two

weeks as most supported information released under the circumstance that margin lending was constraint in brokerage companies.

However, domestic cash flow into the market was strong with new retail accounts opening has maintained the growth at 3.6% MoM

and 234% YoY, pushing monthly traded value to rise significantly from USD16bn in April to USD19bn in May (18.8% increase MoM).

Foreign investors were back to net selling but did not cause much impact to the market as domestic cash flows were continually the

main support for index uptrend since Oct 2020. During this month Vietnam also received optimistic news of outlook being raised from

stable to positive by S&P Global Ratings, making Vietnam the first country in the world with positive outlook from all three major

rating companies thanks to timely containment of Covid-19. In the meanwhile, economic data for May showed impact of Covid-19

observed in slight contraction in retail sales and manufacturing due to lockdown in some regions and restriction of gathering activities

in the remaining cities. However, the government has been taking suitable measures to maintain economic activities within safety

allowance to attain both goals of maintaining economic growth alongside with pandemic control.

⚫ Fund Performance

Most outperforming sectors of the month included banking, brokerage, technology and oil & gas. During the period we increased our

exposure to banking, technology and brokerage while realized profit in utilities and consumer goods. Our extended weight on banking

and brokerage was to benefit not only from good business results but also the on - going capital raising stories of the both sectors. For

technology we believed that these companies would gain advantage from working-from-home trend while keep signing good contracts

as Indian peers are now under difficulties caused by their domestic Covid outbreak. Even though we did not increase our exposure to

oil & gas this time, we offset this by emphasizing on banking and technology instead. Thanks to our overweight on banking and

technology sectors MAGEF outperformed BM this time by 2.51%.

⚫ Investment plan

The Covid-19 resurgence has spread to almost 34 provinces of Vietnam, with Ho Chi Minh City being the latest city to impose two-

week social distancing. The situation has been escalating faster than the previous waves, however, Vietnam has been taking drastic

measures from the start with lessons learnt from neighboring countries to prevent the pandemic from getting out of control.

Vaccination is key from now on and is also being rolled out at faster pace at the moment. As such we believe the country will be able

to contain the pandemic soon with positive long-term prospect for the country still in place.

Upon reaching the all-time high, VN-Index may go through adjustments in the upcoming month with strong volatility as market has

been increasing sharply and continually for the past two months. Nevertheless, some of the positive news in June include gradually

release of optimistic 1H2021 business results from low base in 1H2020 and capital raising of brokerage companies, which will fuel

further inflows of domestic cash. As such we will continue overserving the market movements for possible change in directions to take

appropriate rebalancing actions.
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